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The copper pyramid comes unassembled for 
shipping purposes. All required hardware is 
included and holes for assembling it are pre-drilled. 
Assembly should take about 30 minutes.

Qty. Description

1 Top Ball Assembly (A)

1 Tapered Cup Connector (B)

5 Copper Tubes with Capped Feet (C)

1 9Й dia. Ring (D)

1 17Й dia. Ring (E)

5 Flat-Head Steel Machine Screws

10 Round-Head Machine Screws

10 Acorn Nuts
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Assemble the copper pyramid on a clean, fl at surface. 

1. Insert one round-head machine screw into one of the holes in the large ring (E) 
such that the threaded end of the screw faces out.

2. Place one of the tubes (C) onto the threaded end of the 
screw such that the dimpled side of the tube faces the 
ring, and secure with one of the acorn nuts. Do not 
fully tighten.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 to attach the small ring (D) to the tube.

4. Secure the steel tapered cup connector (B) to the top end of the tube with a fl at-
head machine screw. Do not fully tighten.

5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 to secure the remaining tubes, one at a time. 

6. Stand the copper pyramid upright and fully tighten all of the screws and 
acorn nuts.

7. Fasten the top ball assembly (A) to the tapered cup connector.
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